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About

The publication developed during the first
mobility within the Improv e English
Strategic Partnership project which took
place in Poland (Murzasichle 14-20.10.2021).
The toolbox contains the materials from the
training course and non-formal methods
and tools to use in adults education.
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Erasmus+

The European Commission's support for the
production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents,
which reflect the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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About the
project

Improv e English is a strategic partnership project funded
by Erasmus+ program.
The project aims to develop the innovative methodology
for English teaching as foreign language based on
improvisation theatre and to share it on the online
platform.
The project is developed by three NGOs from Poland,
Greece and Spain. During the project adults educators
from those organisations are going to meet and develop
their competences during 3 training courses which will take
place in Poland, Spain and Greece. Adult educators are
going to develop the tools for English teaching based on
improvisation theatre and ICT tools. The video guides
would be published after each training courses on the
website.

Train the adults educators in usage of Improvisation
theatre methodology for adults education.

/

Train the adults educators in effective methods for English
teaching as a foreign language.
Train the adults educators in usage of ICT tools for adults
education.
To create the online platform with the tutorials about using
the improvisation theatre for teaching English.
Development of competences of adults educators,
supporting their personal and professional development.
Increasing the international cooperation between the
partners organisations.

Objectives
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About
The I Mobility

The I TC tokk place in Murzsichle between 14th and 20th of
October 2021 and gathered 18 adults educators from
Poland, Greece and Spain who were learning about
improvisation theatre methodology and were develop their
competences in using improv for english teaching.
The aim of the training course is developing a set of
competences for adults educators in field of using
improvisation theatre methodology for English teaching.

Increasing the competences of participants in using improvisation
theatre as an educational method.
Increasing competences how to design, develop and implement the
non-formal educational activities for English teaching based on
improvisation theatre.
Learning about the improv theatre its pros and cons in usage for
educational background
Learning from implementing the workshops developed by
participants and learning from feedback and experience.
Developing intercultural learning competences in international
environment
Developing the competences of adults educators and supporting
their personal and professional development.
Developing the network between participants at personal and
professional level
Giving participants opportunity to learn from each other, about
different cultures, religious, traditions.
Promoting diversity, tolerance, solidarity and cooperation.
Promoting the Erasmus+, non-formal and adults education.
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Objectives
Of the I Mobility

Erasmus+ is the European Union program for education, training,
youth and sport.
Programme aims to modernise education, training and youth work
across Europe. It offers exciting opportunities for participants to then
study, work, volunteer, learn and train abroad in Europe.
More info at
https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/about-erasmus/what-is-erasmus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykwdEaRQXW4

Erasmus+

Youth Act
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Poland

You in Europe
Greece

Globbers
Spain

Partners

Organisation is working at local and international level. At
local level we are implementing the NFE workshops in the local
school for human rights and environmental education during
the classes. We are also implementing the improv workshops
during languages classes and the supporting theatrical
workshops for the theatre group. We are organising the
Saturdays workshops where youth can learn about them self
and increase their competences.
At international level we are organising the youth exchanges
funded by Erasmus+, Polish-Lithuenian Youth Court. We are
developing different methodology for youth work within the
Strategic Partnership. We are involving the youth from
Koszalin and region in the international projects. We are
encouraging and supporting the youth with fewer
opportunities to join the youth mobilities.
www.youthact.website
www.fb.com/youthactpoland

Youth Act
Poland

In the first place… Because, “You in Europe” is a space
for everyone who loves living through learning… and vice
versa!
In fact, “You in Europe” is the formalization of the idea
that each of us has the opportunity to involve in the
society in a prosperous way, and foster social cohesion
through personal development.
As an NGO active in the Erasmus+ program, since 2012
we offer opportunities to youngsters, adults, social and
professional groups to develop themselves through nonformal education methods and “learning by doing”
activities.
https://youineurope.gr

You in Europe
Greece

We are a Spanish peer-run institution that contributes to
creating long-term links between different persons and
organizations.
An NGO that promotes sustainable development, inclusion
and the importance of volunteering culture.
The organization focuses on institutional capacity-building for
individuals and institutions through local training programs,
workshops, creation of partnerships with other institutions
internationally providing a platform for the exchange of
experiences.
www.fb.com/globers.net

Globbers
Spain
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Methodology

The participants were learning during the
training course through non-formal
methodology as experiential learning and
theatre methodology. The activities have
been based mainly on improvisation
theatre methodology and non-formal
approach for English teaching.
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Activities

First part of training was dedicated to
experiential learning where participant were
develop their comepetences through the
workshops based on improvisation theatre
for English learning.
Second part was dedicated to development
of trainers competences in creating,
developing and implementing the workshops
for English teaching based on improvisation
theatre methodology. Participants were
implement their workshops during the
training after what they received the feedback
from the participants and trainers.
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Improv
Improvisation theatre and its
usage in education

/

Improv
Methodology

Improv is based on accepting what is
happening around, taking care of partner and
being involved more and more in the action.
This background of the improv is a great base
to teach about active citizenship and
empower youth to take their chance and
develop their ideas in real life. Moreover,
improvisation activities develop soft skills and
attitudes
like
verbal
and
non-verbal
communication, team work, public speaking,
self-confidence,
self-esteem,
flexibility,
adaptation to changing situation, not giving
up after failure.
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Improv
In language education

Improv methodology could be easily adapted to
the formal education structure for language
teaching. It enable learners to speak freely, using
their vocabulary, make mistakes and what's the
most important to learn from those mistakes.
Improv helps to engage learners through moving
them to the imaginary world where they could
use their language competencies to full fill the
activity (the improv game). Moreover, the improv
methods are supporting participants to develop
sets of other competencies as communication,
self-esteem, self-confidence, storytelling, listening,
creativity, team work, openness.

Improv
In language education

Improvisation theatre is all about
improvising. There are players who are
creating the scene, the plot ad hoc, and
they are developing it. There are short
and long improvisation games which
differ in style or the way of playing. The
improv training was dedicated to the
short improv games.

The short improv games takes around few
minutes. There are games which gives players
the ‚scenario’ to follow (f.e. The meeting in the
park - where two players plays the famous
characters and one of them has a problem and
is trying to find out the solution by asking the
second character) or there are open games with
very small initial setting or scenario (f.e. freeze,
story with the inspiration).
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Improv
Begining
How to start

Improv
Begining: 3 elements
To start improvising a scene, it is important to
know 3 basic elements of the scene.
The place where the scene is taking place.
The characters who are playing.
The relation between the players.

Those 3 elements support players to know what
is happening, what helps to improvise and
develop the scene. It is easier to play the
characters who know each other better, than to
play strangers.
Few example:
House - Julia who is a wife living in the house
and Mark who is a delivery person - they are
friends from school
Restaurant - John who is a waitress and Anne
who is a chief - ex-lovers
Beach - Tom and John - they are father and son

Improv
Begining: obstacle
When the scene starts players are developing
their characters, playing their role and
developing the relation between each other
looking for some ‚objective’ of the scene, the
‚problem’ or ‚issue’ which will be the leading the
scene. (f.e. lost phone, inviting for the date,
trying to fry a pancake with no pen) it does not
need to be negative or difficult, it could be also
falling in love or deciding which ice cream to
order.

Here we give some ‚obstacles’ which could be
evolved during the scenes with settings mentioned
before:
Julia wants to invite Mark for a dinner; Mark is
telling that he loves Julia from the first day they
met; Julia is frustrated that Mark is so late with the
package;
John ask Anne how to make garlic pancake, John is
revealing that he is still in love with Anne; John
hates being Anne; John has not yet moved out
from the Anne’s flat; there is no electricity in the
restaurant.
Tom does not want to build the sand-castle, John
can't put the sun cream on Tom’s back, Tom
teaches John how to swim, they don’t have water.

Improv
Begining: players

The objectives could be also described in the
perspective that something is happening
between the players or the players are
together facing some obstacle

Issue between the players:
Increasing love between players, player have been
caught on cheating, one is afraid of the second
one, one is teaching second how to ride a bike, one
want to sell the product to the second one etc.
Players play against the issue
Trying to make the bonfire in cold night, starting
the engine in a car, writing an exam, running away
from the lion, hitch-hiking in the middle of
nowhere etc.

Improv
Begining: dynamic

The scene usually starts slowly, players discovers
their characters and relation then they find out the
‚problem’ of the scene and the scene goes faster,
players deeper their relation and develop the
scene - by developing the problem of the scene
making it very important, they may share some
deep feelings, emotions, and they finish the scene
(or facilitator finishes it when it is just after the
high peak of scene)
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Improv games
Description of our
favourite improv games

One of the most popular fast games, which are perfect to start
improvisation activities. The game could be evolved with
additional rules, which you can see below.
Two players are at the stage, on 3,2,1 improv they start
improvising a scene, when the scene is developing by them,
anybody from the audience can scream ‚freeze’ then the
players freeze in their positions (it's important to not get back
to 'standard’ pose). The person who screams ‚freeze’ is
replacing one of the actors by tapping him/her on the
shoulder. The new actor takes the exactly same position of the
body and starts new scene-which is totally new scene, with
new characters, new place, new roles. Then while developing
the new scene (after few seconds or minutes), the another
person can scream ‚freeze’ and replace one of the actors. If
there are two people screaming ‚freeze’ at the same time, they
both go to the stage replacing the players.

Improv
games
Freeze game

To make it easier for players to start the first scene facilitator
can give them the topic of scene or another inspiration (f.e.
relation, place, obstacle, characters, timing). In this game it's
important to boost creativity of the audience (so they more
often scream ‚freeze’ and replace the players) to do that the
players needs to create different and interesting positions with
their bodies, changing them often what increase their chances
to be 'replaced’. There are improvisers who do not like to
scream ‚freeze’ too fast (before the scene evolve) and there
are the improvisers who love to jump in the same positions
few times to present their own interpretation of the body
positions. We recommend trying both ways ;).

Improv
games
Freeze game
inspiration

Blind freeze
To engage or little force the participants to take part in the
game, you can ask them to create the line and ask that the
first or two first people in the line will close their eyes. Then
the facilitator is screaming the ‚freeze’ and the next person in
the line is opening the eyes and changing the players. The new
person always starts the new scene.
Battle freeze
You can create two groups in your team. Then tell them that
the team who's members will scream more time ‚freeze’ and
enter the scene will win the battle. Give them small papers to
write down the numbers of their ‚freeze’ screams. These
variations mostly creates very fast game where the scenes are
not deep, they are fast and diverse.

Improv
games
Freeze game
versions

To engage the players to use specific vocabulary, you can set
the scene, f.e. Giving inspiration of recent topic which you had
on classes or giving them the limitations to places where they
can use in the game (f.e. Only houses, hotels, beach sides,
forest, parks etc). Or giving them the specific topic and relation
(f.e. Wedding + bride, work place + secretary, airplane + flight
attendant).

Improv
games
Freeze game
variation

The short game which engage players to think out of the box.
There are two players who are playing the scene (facilitator
can give them some inspiration f.e. place, role, characters).
When the scene is developing, the facilitator can say
‚something different’ and then player or players needs to
make something different instead of the ‚thing’ which they just
did. The facilitator should precise what exactly the players or
player should make different f.e. Opening the door, your voice,
they way you move, to change the word they used. Facilitators
can say ‚something different’ few times in the raw to engage
players to think out of the box. The players should propose
something different immediately.

Improv
games
Something different

The short game which is easy for the beginning as the
audience is creating the ‚screenplay’.
There are two players, both of them are famous characters
(the audience before the scene is deciding or facilitators gives
specific characters f.e. Cleopatra, Scooby-Doo, Einstein). The
game is about solving the problem of one character. Two
characters are meeting in the park and one has an issue and is
looking for help to solve it. The second character has the
knowledge and some experience in the field (of the second’s
one issue) and is giving him 3 advices. They are talking
describing the problem and 2 first solutions can not be applied
because of some reasons (ofc. Players needs to name it f.e.
Oh, I can’t sing that song on the concert to show him my love
because I have strict obligations from the director). The third
advice is the perfect solution for the problem.

Improv
games
Meeting in the park
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Non-Formal
learning

Informal and nonformal learning
What is non-formal and informal learning?
People learn in multiple ways and in many
different contexts outside of formal
education and training structures. Skills
development can follow as a by-product of
their daily activities, even when learning
was initially not been the primary goal or
intention.

Non-formal learning is normally structured
learning (e.g. in-company training, dance
classes)
Informal learning happens naturally as part
of diverse activities (e.g. digital skills
developed through leisure activities)
source:
https://europa.eu/europass/en/validation-nonformal-and-informal-learning

Non-formal education
Non-formal education refers to planned, structured
programmes and processes of personal and social
education for young people designed to improve a
range of skills and competences, outside the formal
educational curriculum. Non-formal education is
what happens in places such as youth
organisations, sports clubs and drama and
community groups where young people meet, for
example, to undertake projects together, play
games, discuss, go camping, or make music and
drama. Non-formal education achievements are
usually difficult to certify, even if their social
recognition is increasing.

Non-formal education should also be:
voluntary
accessible to everyone (ideally)
an organised process with educational objectives
participatory
learner-centred
about learning life skills and preparing for active citizenship
based on involving both individual and group learning with a
collective approach
holistic and process-oriented
based on experience and action
organised on the basis of the needs of the participants.
Formal, non-formal and informal education are complementary
and mutually reinforcing elements of a lifelong learning process.
source:https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-youthfoundation/definitions

NFE Approaches promoted
by Youth Act Poland
Experiential learning
one of the educational approach popularized by
David Kolb, were participants were able to go
through experiential learning cycle (Kolb circle),
the ‚doing’, ‚reflection’, ‚conclusions’, ‚appyling’.
They were firstly experimenting the approach
and later through analyse and reflection they
develop their competences in using it. Through
the practise phase and designing the workshops
they practised their new competencies in using
the Kolb cycle.

Learning by doing
learning the new competences through
experimenting and using it after understanding.
Participants developed their own workshops
based on theatre methodology and the nonformal approach (Kolb circle) which they
implemented with the participants. The
workshops later have been evaluated and
feedback’ed by the other participants and the
trainers. What's strengths, their new gained
competences.

NFE Approaches promoted
by Youth Act Poland
Peer learning
engaging participants to learn from each other,
to exchange their knowledge and competances
from youth work, non-formal and formal
education, what enrich the group learning
process and brings additional value to the
participants learning.

David Kolb in 1970 popularised the
experiential learning as one of the most
effective
learning
approaches.
The
experiential learning itself was known from
the ancient times, as it is basically learning
through reflection on your experience.
David Kolb popularised the approach and
put it in the structure which could be used
in formal or non-formal education. The
model was developed in a way to support 4
learning styles defined by Kolb. (please keep
in mind that there is no universal learning
styles or even the categorization of learning
styles proven by evidence at the moment)

Kolb cycle
Experiential learning is based on 4 steps
model which lead the learner to learn
through reflection on his/her experience.
The model consist of experience, reflection,
conclusion and practise, it is important to
close the cycle (go through all the steps), it is
possible to start the process from any step.

Experience
Learner goes through the experience
Reflection
Learner is reflecting on that experience. Learner is
analysing what have happened.
Conclusions
Learner is finding the conclusions, why it happened in
that way, why that have happened, what are the
universal rules/constructs/laws which exists in real life.
Practise
Learners are using the new competencies learned from
the conclusions in real life.

Kolb cycle
4 steps model

Creating non-formal
workshops
There are many ways to build the non-formal
workshop. We recommend to develop the
workshops based on experiential learning (the
Kolb cycle, where learners can go through all
the steps within the Kolb model). We believe
that it's very important in building the
educational activity to have the reflection on the
activity and follow it with the full Kolb cycle.

On next pages we will present you how to
creeate the educational workshop based on
non-formal education and Kolb cycle.

The Beginning,
Where facilitator or trainer inspire participants to the
topic of the activity, f.e. -Facilitators read out or give
participants some inspirational quote, poem or poster
which can be connected to the main topic of the activity.
-Facilitator could also increase the level of energy by
implementing a short activity called ‚energiser’ where
participants need to move quickly within the frame of
the game or task for a group or individuals
-Facilitator could calm down the group and participants
with short meditation or breathing activity.

Beginning
Through the beginning the facilitator
and trainer is ‚reseting’ the mood or
engaging participant to get to the mood
or some sort of warm up (mental or
physical), during that time there could
be some music to deeper the created
atmosphere.

Where facilitator and trainer invite participants to go
through the experience, the main activity which would
be the reason for the learning. The activity could be
taken as the excuse to tackle the topic of the activity. f.e.
The activity could be simple a building the tower from
the smaller blocks according to the picture which can
see only one member of the group. This activity could
lead to the topic of communication or team work or the
shared resources in the society.
The main activity could be based on different
methodology, we recommend to use theatre
methodology, acting, improv, British drama, mime,
physical theatre. When using theatre methodology it is
important to de-role participants after the acting if they
had a difficult role to act or generally the topic was
difficult (f.e. discrimination, violence, etc) and they could
get too deep to the role. Deroling is critical to let go the
role and support participants to come back to
themselves and separate the roles from their own
identity.

Main part
The activity could be a role play, game,
individual task/performance, group
task, could be based on cooperation or
on competition.

Reflection is the most important part of the educational
activity, as the activity without the reflection is just a
leisure activity. It is essential to guide participants
through the process of reflection in group or individual.
We recommend reflecting according to the debriefing,
which is described in the next paragraph.
Reflection could be led in groups, pairs, individual or in
the form of open group discussion. It is essential to have
prepared activity which would lead participants through
the reflection process, or to have prepared questions
which will help the participant in reflection.

Reflection
While asking the questions, it is
important to give space to participants
(to give them time to answer and not
rush with next question) and to ask the
open questions (to not manipulate the
answers)
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Debriefing

Debriefing in the activities is the set of questions which
guide learners to reflect on the experience from the
activity, to find the concepts brought through the
activity and how they can apply new knowledge in their
life. First participants are sharing how did they feel
during the activity, then they are describing the task.
Then participants are analysing what have happened
during the activity, then participants are reflecting why
it has happened (in that way), they are thinking of some
concepts which are existing in the real life (f.e. The
theory of dynamic law, human rights, effective
communication). At this time, trainer or facilitator can
present to the participant a new (unknown to them)
concept or theory. Then in the last phase, participants
are thinking how they could apply this concept/theory
in their life/work in future.

Debriefing
4 phases
Facts and Feelings
Questions referring to the facts (f.e. What
was the task? What were the instructions?)
and feelings (f.e. How did you feel? How
did you feel during that part? How did you
feel having such a role?)
Analyse
Questions guiding to analyse the
experience (f.e. What have happened?
What was your strategy? How was your
communication?)

Conceptualisation
Questions referring to the concepts or theory which is behind
the experience, which is the real aim of the activity (f.e. What
is communication? What is team work? What is intercultural
learning?)
Next steps
Questions referring to future usage of the knowledge which
participants have gained (f.e. How can you use that
communication strategy in your work? How can you use the
experiential learning in youth work? How can you apply
improv methods in your activities with youth?)
It is important to follow the order of the questions Facts &
Feelings -> Analyse -> Conceptualisation -> Next steps, to
support the learners in the process.
It is useful to use open questions (f.e. How, What, Why) to
open the space for discussion and engage learners to speak
more. When the discussions go too far, you can use closed
questions to moderate the discussion.
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Pictures
From the training course
Improv in Education
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Workshops
Description of workshops
based on theatre
methodology developed
during the training course

Workshop list
Impro with conditionals - English conditionals through NFE
Contouch - building a comfortable relationship with your partner
Court Battles - public speaking
Teaching english through improvisation
Stories of the body - communication
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Impro with
conditionals
Conditionals non formal education

Aim
Target group
Time

Learn conditionals in non formal
education through improvisation theater.
Doesn't matter, we did the workshop with
12 people

1h10

Learning
Outcomes
Conditionals, practice improvisation, public
speaking, self-confidence, speaking skills, verbs

Methodology
Energizers, pairs's work, little explanation of grammar
and improv theater and debriefing (kolb method)

Activity I - Energiser
Participants will be walking and when they make eye contact with
another participant, they play the game rock, paper, scissors. The
loser has to go behind the winner cheering him/her up by saying
their name, so in every battle, a chain will be formed behind the
winner, and it will get longer as long as they win. It is a very short
activity, so you can play several rounds.

Activity II - warm up
This game is called Hi Ha Hu and is played in a circle. One is going to start pointing with his two
arms to another participant saying "Hi". The participant that is pointed will raise his/her arms and
scream "Ha" and at the same time his/her the participants that are next to him/her will say "Hu''
while pointing with their hands to the belly of the "Ha" person.
When they understand the game properly we can make the first twist by increasing the speed.
Then we will continue with the same dinamic and movements but changing de hi ha hu to words
that are connotations. For example: the "hi'' participant says "cake", the "ha" participant says
"birthday", one of the "hu" says "sweet" and the other "hu" says chocolate. And if we want to twist
it once again we can make the "hu" participants say a "disotation" (following the example before:
"salad" and "mayonnaise").
Afterwards, we change to the "hi" "ha" "hu" again but the movements will be inspired by a
profession or character.

Activity III - main activity
To prepare the participants for the main activity, we give them 3 different small papers. In one
paper they have to write down a character, in another their dream or passion and in the third one
a number from 0 to 3 (conditionals).
We show them a paper with examples of conditional sentences (preferably connected to the
group, like that they feel are part of the exercise), and we ask them if they see something in
common like "what did you notice?". They will guess it's about the conditional, we are proceeding
with a small theory explanation of the conditionals.
A warm up of the conditionals: we divide the participants in 4 groups, as many conditionals as there
are to match the pieces of the structure of their conditional. Note: to prepare the exercise, make
papers and write down the structure of the conditionals. Example: if+present simple, + present
simple.

Activity III
Everyone at the same time, separated in pairs will have a conversation using conditionals so they
can practice. Facilitators should supervise and offer advice to each pair.
We ask for 2 volunteers to do the improv theater exercise, using the papers that we asked them to
write before. Each person has to pick up one paper of each category, 1) Character 2) DreamPassion 3) Conditional number. Using those “inspiration papers” they have to improvise a theater
act using all the above. Everytime a pair finishes, we ask the group about the conditionals they use
as a way of reinforcing the conditional learning and understanding.
Repeat the process for as many participants as possible. Don’t force anyone to do the improv
exercise

Debrifing
We gather the group in a tight circle, as small as possible, then, using a variation of the Kolb
Method, the 4F method (Facts, Feeling, Findings, Future) we invite and highly encourage the group to
analyze the 4F’s using questions that we give them.
For example:
Facts: 1) What happened in the workshop?
Feelings: 2) How did that workshop make you feel? (and we can connect the feeling to a color, ex. I
feel Pink, because pink is a super bright and powerful color and I feel that way
Finding: 3) What did you discover?
Future: 4) How are you going to use and apply the gained knowledge?
Also, another question that we ask is to link that grammar phenomenon to their native language
and reflect, find similarities and contrasts.

Materials

Flipcharts, pens, markers, colorful papers,
scissors

Variations

Can be done indoors or outdoors, and for
other similar grammar presentations

CONTOUCH
Building a comfortable relationship with your
partner’s body through improvisation theater.

Blanca Sevilleja Rodriguez
Michał Kowalczyk
Eirini Petridou

INSTRUCTIONS STEP-BY-STEP
The facilitators start with greetings, then they set the questions about the participants’ feelings
( describing a person’s feeling using a vehicle: I feel like a...because…)

1. INTRO
Warm up: Start in a circle and give the instructions for the warm up:move all the
muscles of your face,then you give a kiss and a big smile,then a big yes and a big
nose(moving your head up and down), then a smaller yes and no ,massaging
your inner mouth with a tongue. Getting up, streching like you touch the roof
and then you suddenly fall down and relax the body.Then,you make small
jumpings in order to relax your body and meanwhile warming up your voice.
Energizer: Start in a circle sending a clap to the person next to you using the
sound of zip. Then, you use the sound boing to change the side of the clap.
Finally, you add the sound zap to send the clap to a person who is in the circle

Create a safe space for the group using limitations such as a rope and leave
the floor empty and then tell them to walk around in order to explore the
space. They can touch and feel everything. After that, walk around ,find
someone to look at each other and then touch a part of their body. First
step, give blindfolds to the participants and tell them to touch each other
and say :”it’s you” and the other one responding it’s me. Finally, walk
around blindfolded till you find a hug. And the faciliator says This is your
partner. After that, you take off your mask .

.

Find a place with your partner, sit down and use the phrase "i use
my…. To….” the first gap has to be a body part and the second
has to be a verb. We use things that a body can do but in a
realistic way. Then we stop, and we use the same phrase but in an
unrealistic way.

Exploring the body of your partner: Imagine that you have never seen
a human body before and you have to check how the parts of the body
work. One person lays down and the other one is touching. The person
who is laid uses an expression connected to the body part that the
other touches . And then you do a smooth massage to the person
laying on the ground. Ather that, the pairs change and the procedure
starts from the beginning.

Follow the body of your partner: at the beginning, someone is trying
to touch you but you avoid them. Later, you start connecting your
bodies slowly and then you start experimening. When you are very
comfortable try to connect with the body of your partner as if you
are one

2. IMPRO
The pairs are still together.A pair comes on stage but they have to touch all the
time. It is enough if one person touches. Before starting, the facilitators share a
secret to each of the participants. The secrets have to be contradictory . The rest
of the group has to find the place.

DEBRIFING
FACTS: What happened? What activities have you done today?
FEELINGS: How did you feel ? Do you have any specific feelings ?
FINDINGS: What have you learnt today? How this exercise helped you regarding
the relationship with your partner?
FUTURE: How can you imrove your self confidence in the future using body
contact? How can you help the others be more self-confident and trustful?Has
your self-confidence and trust changed since the first day of the workshop?

CONTOUCH
Building a comfortable relationship with your
partner’s body through improvisation theater.

Blanca Sevilleja Rodriguez
Michał Kowalczyk
Eirini Petridou

IMPROV E ENGLISH

COURT
BATTLES
Public speaking

IMPROV E ENGLISH

AIM
To build confidence when exposed
publicly
Objectives:
To overcome the fear of committing
mistakes publicly
To become familiar with improvising and
enacting a role

Info
TARGET GROUP

TIME

Size: 10-22 participants

60-90’ (depending on the group size)

Type: mainly adults interested in enhancing

Estimated times of execution (ETE) are

their public speaking skills (youth workers,

calculated as if the group consisted of 12

facilitators, managers)

participants.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

METHODOLOGY

-Improve concentration on oneself, build self-

Improvisation theater

confidence and fluency
-Reduce fear of public exposure
-Enact a role

WARM UP
Note to facilitators: The warm up is supposed to inquire what the participants’
disposition is at the beginning of the workshop, help them relax and boost their
confidence. So, after welcoming everybody (ETE: 3’),
1. Ask participants to sit in a circle and challenge them by asking: “If you had
to describe how you are feeling right now by identifying yourself with a
famous person, who would you be and why? For example, I feel like
Madonna, because I’m ready to shine” (ETE: 10’)
As it is possible that participants will select music stars, the following activity
comes as a natural continuation of what has been shared in circle.

2. Facilitators ask everyone to stand up and start walking calmly all over the
space. “As the music will be playing and changing, feel free to move around in
the way the rhythm of the music inspires you” (ETE: 3-4’)
Note to the facilitators: Select 4-6 songs, all of them instrumental so that the
participants are not distracted by the lyrics, and give each song at least 30’’.
Make sure that their tempo and style are different so that the participants can
experience the different energy flows. For example, moonlight sonataBeethoven, Chameleon-Herby Hancock, Cumbia Espacial- Ondatrópica.
Do not forget to dedicate 1-2 minutes to ask participants how they felt.

3. The facilitators ask that the participants are separated in pairs. Each partner
must boost the energy and the self-esteem of the other person. The
instructions are: “Imagine that you are the last person that your partner sees
before (s)he goes on stage. What would you say to motivate them before a
public speaking?”. This activity works as short monologue: Each one has one
minute to motivate the other, and then they change turns. (ETE: 4’)
4. While still in pairs, they are given the following task: “Each pair of you is a
couple that is about to divorce. In your discussion, each of you has a different
status: one a high status and one low status. You decide whom is whom and
why you’re divorcing.” The instructor gives an example. (ETE:4’)

WHAT WE'LL DISCUSS

TIP
Tip: In case the group is small, each couple will decide the reason of the divorce
for the couple at their right. If it is a big group, the couple figures out the reason
by themselves, while improvising.
During tasks 3-4, facilitators are asked not to forget:
a) To stand by every couple for some seconds to make sure they have
understood the flow and, if necessary, to give some advice.
b) to dedicate 1-2 minutes to ask participants how they felt. Remember, that
the first task has positive spirit, while the second one includes some conflict
and different status.
ETE so far: 27-30’.

5. Optional activity: Monologues
If the facilitator thinks that the group is experienced enough in public exposure they
can proceed with the following activity: Everyone is gathered as audience. The
facilitator asks for a volunteer. Once chosen, the facilitator asks for the audience to
give inspiration: “Ok, so, what is this protagonist of ours? What’s their
job/character…” And, then, “what’s their passion/dream?”. And, finally, “how is (s)he
involved in a crime? As a victim/a criminal/a witness?” (ETE: 3-4’ per monologue,
process of selection of the volunteer included)
Tip: Don’t forget to encourage the participant before the improv.

MAIN
ACTIVITY

For the following activity, the facilitator needs to reshape
the posture of the audience. It’s not about sitting relaxed at
their comfortable chairs; they are now the audience in a
court of law. They must sit in a formal way, in line, silent,
obedient, and respectful. They are part of the drama: they
are the audience.In continuation, the facilitator introduces
the new context: a trial. This time two volunteers are
needed: a judge and an accused person. The audience
decides who is who. They are also asked to decide about the
crime and the character of the accused as criminal. (ETE for
the explanation of the setting: 3’)

TIP

Tip: Let the improvisation last 2-3 minutes, according to the
time available. Towards the end, give the volunteers a sign
that they must find an ending to their acting.
Recommendations: Some costume to be offered to the
person that will act as a judge would catch the attention of
the audience and create the sense of being in a court.
Encourage the volunteers to involve the audience, too, by
directly addressing them (to convince them of their
innocence/guilt).

DEBRIFING

For the debriefing gather the team back to a circle.
Indicative questions:
Check out the 4F (facts, feelings, findings, future) debriefing.
1. What activities have we had today?
2. What roles have you acted out today?
3. How did you feel during the energizers? What impact did they
have on you?
4. How did you feel when you were supporting your pair and how
when you were supported?
5. How did you feel being in an unequal relationship with your
interlocutor?
6. How was it for you that in the first activity in pair you were
supporting and supported and then antagonizing?
7. How did you feel enacting your role during the last activity?
8. What have you learned during these activities?
9. How can you use this new knowledge in the future?

DEBRIFING TIPS

Tip to facilitators: As Q8-9 are more personal, give the
participants some time to further reflect on them. Share
with them two different colors of post its and give them a
couple of minutes to come up with their answers. The
participants must stick them on a flipchart or any other
surface. You, as facilitators, while reading them out loud,
make sure you connect the answers to the aim and
objectives of the session. If there’s not enough time,
though, discuss them in group.
Attention: Do not confuse this activity with feedback, that
is optional and up to the facilitators to ask for.

Materials
Speaker, costume (optional), pens, post
its, (flipchart)

Variations
1. With or without the monologues
2. With or without post-its

teaching english
through improvisation

aim and objectives
01 Speaking practice through improvisation
02 Improvement of students' linguistic skills

target group
Profile: English language lerners
level: intermediate to advanced
size: 10 to 40 people
age: 10 and onwards

important information
Time needed: 60 minutes
Methodology: Improvisation techniques
Materials: 1)post-its, 2)pens, 3)flipchart
Where?: Classroom and Outdoors

learning outcomes
What will the
participants gain
from this workshop?

01 Acquire fluency in speaking
02 Practice improvisation techniques
03 Practice grammar
04 Practice vocabulary

energizers, warm-ups, activities

energizer 1: follow the leader
Participants form a circle while music is playing. One person leaves the room,
while the others have to decide on who their “leader” is going to be. This
leader has to start a gesture, a movement or a dance, and the rest of the
participants have to repeat that. The person who left the room comes back,
stands in the middle of the circle and has to observe the people and find out
who is the one that started the movement. If the leader is found, he/she has
to enter the circle and the process is repeated.

energizer 2: the 7
Participants form a circle. They have to count from one to six while tapping their shoulder.
Each participant represents a particular number. For number seven, they have to do a
particular figure, in which they create two parallel lines with their hands in front of their
head. The top hand points the direction of the counting (e.g. left or right). The direction
changes according to how the participant chooses it. If they want the counting to go
clockwise, they use their left hand, whereas the right hand represents the opposite direction.
In order to make the game more complicated, participants can change a number with
whatever word they want. If a participant makes a mistake, they have to get into the center
of a circle and pretend to be a chicken in the funniest way they can.

warm-up: "yes, and ..."
Participants form pairs. One person has to say a random sentence and the
other person replies with “Yes, and…” and gives another phrase. They start
a dialogue, always beginning with “Yes, and…” which goes on for two
minutes.

activity 1: "freeze!"
Two volunteers go up to the stage and are placed in a particular position.
They start an improv, but they only have to use verbs in the present tense.
If they use a verb in a future or a past tense, the audience screams
“BURN”. Whenever another participant feels comfortable or wants to help
the volunteers with their story, he/she screams “FREEZE” and claps, goes
up to the stage and chooses the person he/she wants to replace. The story
continues.

activity 2: guessing improv
The participants are given two pieces of paper, where they have to write one random
phrase in each. The facilitators gather the papers and scatter them in random places on
the stage. There are also three decks of cards on the floor. One deck contains eight names
of different places (e.g. bakery, school etc.), the second one eight emotions (e.g. joy, disgust,
jealousy etc.) and the third one eight possible character relationships (e.g. mother-daughter,
couple, siblings etc.). Two volunteers get on the stage. Each one has to choose out of only
one of the decks and pick only one card. They have to start an improv being inspired by
their card, while also choosing at some point in the performance one of the pieces of
papers on the floor to implement it in their performance. After the improv, the audience
has to discuss the place, the relationship or the emotion of the characters.

Debriefing
Participants form a circle. The facilitators ask them to describe the activities that they
did and after their answers, a flipchart will be placed in the middle, which will show a
big circle and the title FEELINGS on top. The participants will have to sign the circle
with either a signature or a symbol they choose. The closer their signature is near the
center of the circle, the more positive their feelings are towards the workshop. Then,
the facilitators ask the participants to answer what they learned during the workshop
and how they could apply this knowledge in the future.

debriefing
1) What activities did you do today?
2) FLIPCHART
3) What have you learnt during these
activities?
4) How can you use this knowledge in
the future?

Thank you!

“Stories of the Body”
A workshop by
Miriam Gutiérrez, Fiorela Mastrokalou
and Alexis Rizos

AIMS & OBJECTIVES
This workshop aims to invite participants to consider the various challenges that
may appear every time two or more people attempt to communicate with each other.

Our goal is to draw the participants’ attention to the fact that any message sent is not
always correctly/fully understood by the recipient, for a variety of reasons (eg. noise /
poor language skills / hearing-speaking deficiencies/ lack of body language skills/ lack
of concentration, etc.)
The workshop’s main objective is to present the participants with ways of improving
their communication skills and encourage them to discover how body language, gestures,
facial expressions and mimic can be creatively used in order to facilitate communication.

Target group (size, type)
The workshop can be addressed to any age group, with the necessary variations
and modifications according to participants’ age. It was designed for a group of
12 people, but can work perfectly with groups of up to 18.

Time needed
Ideally 1h and 30m.

Improvisation Theatre - Body and Mind Preparation Techniques
Drama Games and Activities - Poetry as Inspiration

Learning outcomes for participants
Participants are expected to
Acknowledge the possibility of enhancing communication through the use of body language,
gesture, facial expression, mimic, etc. and improve on their ability to use those techniques.
Exercise and improve on concentration / active listening / short-term memory skills
teamwork and improvisation.
Draw inspiration from various forms of artistic expression.
Realise that communication depends on the active participation of both the transmitter
and the recipient of a message.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
[Facilitator(s) = F(s) - Participant(s) = P(s)]

Welcoming Participants / Introduction - Presentation
Facilitators welcome participants to the workshop and invite them to form a circle.
F introduces P’s to the workshop by briefly presenting the topic, aims and objectives.
F introduces the other F’s to the P’s.

Energizer
Rock – Paper – Scissors
Intro: F asks how energetic P’s are feeling at the moment, encouraging them to use their hand as a sign. The higher
they raise their hand, the lower their energy is. The lower they place their hand, the higher their energy is.
(Hint: Questioning P’s energy level serves as a way to introduce the energizing activity. If they claim to be very energetic, we welcome
them to express their energy with the following activity. If they claim to be depleted of energy, we promise them that after the
activity is over they will be feeling pretty pumped up.)
Activity: P’s form pairs. Members of each pair play the well-known game
Rock – Paper – Scissors. Losers take position behind the winners and
put their hands on the winners’ shoulders, thus forming a train. Then,
they start chanting the winner’s name rhythmically, like sports club fans.
Every train then starts moving around trying to locate another one, so that the previous round’s winners can play the game
against each other. Again, losers become the winning train’s wagons and all together chant the train “driver’s” name. When
only two trains are left, each train’s supporters shout their hearts out in support of their drivers. Then the two drivers play
the final game and whoever wins gets a huge applause by the whole group. When the activity is over, F asks P’s how they are
feeling and hopefully their energy levels will have increased. If not, F’s promise that there are more energizers coming.

Activity: Broken Phone
F asks P’s to form a semi-circle. F quietly tells the first P a phrase or a sentence, making sure that the other P’s
cannot hear it. Then, the first P must secretly and quietly repeat the same sentence to the next P, and so on
until they reach the last P. Every P is only told the sentence once and cannot ask for it to be repeated. If a P is
not sure what exactly they have heard, they still have to try to reproduce the sentence for the next P as close to
the original as possible. When it’s the last P’s turn, they say out loud to the group their “version” of the
sentence, which most probably will have been greatly altered, sometimes to the extent that it no more bears
any resemblance to the original.

Activity: Broken Phone
The objective of this activity is to show how easily a message can be altered and transformed during its
course from the original transmitter to the intended recipient, especially when there are a lot of in-betweens.

(Hint: Very often, when they first try it, P’s tend to talk to each other and make noise while their colleagues
have already started the activity. Let them do it! Do not give them any direction to avoid talking to each other
and concentrate on the game. Another objective of the activity is for P’s to realize on their own that if they
concentrate, stay quiet and avoid talking to each other, they stand a higher chance of correctly transmitting
the message up to the last P. By the time they play the game for the third time, they will most probably have
reached their goal.)
If time is not an issue, you may want to ask each P to say to the group what exactly they thought the previous P
told them. This way the group can follow the course of alterations and have a lot of fun in the process. Examples
of sentences you can use: “I wish you were a fish in my dish, please” or “Four furious friends fought for the
phone”, etc.

COMBO ACTIVITY
Physical & Mental Warm-Up
(Tatra Mountains)

Mimic Improvisation
(Mime a Haiku)

Physical & Mental Warm-Up (Tatra Mountains)
F’s put on some relaxing music in the background and let it play throughout the activity,
adjusting the volume accordingly. F’s invite P’s to form a circle and ask them how they are
feeling and if they are ready and willing to get a little physical. Then, F invites P’s to close
their eyes and spread their legs a little to assume a relaxed position. P’s start breathing
more deeply, with their mouth a bit open and the jaw relaxed. Gradually, they start
feeling from waist down as if their legs and feet are rooted in the ground and from waist
up as if they’re pulled upwards from a thread attached to the top
of their head. They keep breathing and gradually try to relax their
whole body. If they feel any pain or discomfort they mentally try
to “guide” air towards that point. A couple of minutes later they
slowly open their eyes and look at each other.

Next, they start walking around in a varying pace
from 1 (very slow) to 10 (very fast) according to the
F’s call.
After that, F invites P’s to keep walking in normal
pace and respond as follows to his/her call: if F
says “1” they walk, if “2” they jump, if “3” they
pause, if “4” they walk backwards and if “5” they
sit down on the floor.

Next, they keep walking around and when two P’s
come across each other, one of them lifts the other
lightly in the air moving them to the side.

After that, P’s are asked to relax and walk around in an easy-going pace. They are invited to a
“mental hike” up the Tatra Mountains. While P’s are walking an F says:

“As we walk, we feel the mountain’s ground under our feet and try to visualize the images
around us, the views and the colours. We feel the various textures of Nature, we hear the
sounds of the mountain, we smell and inhale the fresh mountain air, we absorb the whole
atmosphere of the snow-covered landscape.”

Then, as the walk comes to an end, F’s ask P’s to try and maintain the feeling and the image in their
minds for a while. Then, P’s are asked to try and create a specific image with their bodies. It is the
image of a tree up on Tatra Mountains, as a light gust of wind goes through its branches and leaves.
P’s are allowed to move or make a sound if they want to. After the image has been formed, F’s let the
group enjoy it for a little while and then invite P’s to start walking around again at a slow pace. F
informs P’s that while they are walking another F is going to read them a poem. Music volume
lowers.

(Hint: P’s are not asked to focus on the poem. We aim to find out whether they will pay attention without
specifically being asked to do so. Does it take more than lowering the music volume and verbally
introducing the poem to attract their attention?) You can choose any poem you wish, according to your
taste and the age of the participants. We used the one that follows:

“BLUEBIRD” by Charles Bukowski

There's a bluebird in my heart that
wants to get out
but I'm too tough for him,
I say, stay in there, I'm not going
to let anybody see you
there's a bluebird in my heart that
wants to get out
but I pour whiskey on him
and inhale cigarette smoke
and the whores and the bartenders
and the grocery clerks
never know that
he's in there

there's a bluebird in my heart that
wants to get out
but I'm too tough for him,
I say, stay down,
do you want to mess me up?
you want to screw up the works?
you want to blow my book sales in Europe?
there's a bluebird in my heart that
wants to get out
but I'm too clever, I only let him out
at night sometimes
when everybody's asleep

I say, I know that you're there,
so don't be sad
then I put him back,
but he's singing a little in there,
I haven't quite let him die
and we sleep together like that
with our secret pact
and it's nice enough to
make a man weep,
but I don't weep,
do you?

After the poem has been read P’s are asked, while still walking, to express how the poem has made them
feel, in one word only, taking turns and making sure that they don’t speak simultaneously. Every time
two or more P’s say their word at the same time, the team has to start all over again.

When all P’s have said their words, and while they are
still walking, F’s give each P a “gift”. The gift is a small
folded piece of paper with a haiku poem written on it.
P’s must keep them unopened and not read them until
they are asked to. F’s make sure all P's have received a
gift and then ask them to form pairs. Each pair has to
find a place far from the others, so that P’s can move
freely. Now, one P from each pair reads their haiku
aloud and tries to enact it with mime and body
language, but without speaking at all. When they have
finished, their partner does the same with their own
haiku.

Post-Activity Questions
F’s may ask P’s a few questions on their experience
and their feelings about it.
For example:
“How did the physical and mental warm-up make you feel?”
“Were you able to answer the question on how the poem made you feel?”
“Is there anything that F’s and/or P’s could have done differently, so that P’s would
be more prepared to answer that question?”
“How did you feel when asked to physically enact a haiku? Was it easy, was it hard
for you? Why?”

Energizer: Bunnies, Houses, Tornado
For this activity we need P’s to form groups of three, one P however must
remain “group-less”. If necessary, due to the number of P’s, F’s may
also participate. Every group finds a place in the room not too close
to the others. In every group, two P’s stand opposite one another and
stretch their arms and hands upwards and diagonally in front of them, reaching
out to their partner, so that their fingertips touch, thus forming a shape that
resembles a “House”. The third P of the group stands between them, lowering
their body a little, so that they resemble a “Bunny” standing inside the “House”.
The P who has been left group-less stands waiting somewhere in between the
groups. Then, a F shouts either “Bunnies” or “Houses”. If F shouts “Bunnies”, all
Bunnies must leave their Houses and run in search of a new empty House to
enter. At the same time, the group-less P also tries to enter a House and become
a Bunny. When all Houses have been filled, one P is again left outside and
group-less. If F shouts “Houses”, Bunnies stay still, while P’s who are “Houses”
must now run to find another Bunny to stand around. However, every P works
for themselves, they do not have to build a new House with their previous
partner (which of course may happen), they just find an empty spot and fill it.
The group-less P also runs, this time to fill a “House” spot. When all Bunnies
have a House around them, one P is again left group-less.

Energizer: Bunnies, Houses, Tornado
F goes on shouting “Houses” or “Bunnies” in any order they
like for a couple of times, until P’s become familiar with the
game and the idea that their objective is not to be left “groupless”. Then, F introduces “Tornado”. Whenever F shouts
“Tornado”, both Houses and Bunnies have to leave their spot.
However, they can now become whatever they want, either a
House or a Bunny, but they cannot pick a random place to
stand. Whatever they decide to be, a House or a Bunny, they
have to find a spot which previously also belonged to either a
House or a Bunny. They CANNOT go and stand on a random
spot which was not used before by either a House or a Bunny.
Objective: This activity aims to boost P’s energy levels in an
enjoyable and entertaining way, while activating their reflexes
and concentration skills. Once the P’s feel energized enough,
we can move on to our last and main activity.

Main Activity: Story Creation – Physical Reproduction & Interpretation
Intro: P’s will certainly need a moment or two to catch their breath after the energizer. So, F’s invite P’s to gather and
express their feelings about the activity that has just finished. Then F’s introduce P’s to the Main Activity, not in detail,
just letting them know that it has to do with story-telling and body language. Then F’s ask for three volunteers to
assist in the activity.

Activity: F guides one of the volunteers
outside the room to make sure they
can’t hear any of the preparations taking
place inside. Inside the room the other
F’s explain activity to P’s. The three
volunteers are going to play three roles.
The P who went out of the room will be
the “Late Worker” of a company, but they
will only know about it when they enter the room. The other two will be: 1) the “Boss” and 2) the “Excuse”. Now, all P’s
in the room (Boss and Excuse included), are going to create a story, which will be the reason why the Worker was late
for work. The story can be as crazy as P’s want, the funnier the better. One P starts off by saying a sentence, the next P
adds one more and so on, until everybody has contributed one sentence and the story is ready. While the story is being
created the Excuse has to pay attention because later he/she will have to reenact it. Then, when the story has been
created, the Excuse is given some time to learn it by heart.

Main Activity: Story Creation – Physical Reproduction & Interpretation
When the Late Worker comes in the room, the three volunteers will stand “on stage” and the rest of the P’s will be
the audience. The volunteers will form a triangle, with the Late Worker and the Excuse standing opposite each
other, while the boss stands on the triangle’s top.
Boss

Excuse

Late Worker

The Boss will then ask the Late Worker: “So, why are you late for work?” At that point, the Excuse will start
reenacting the story ONLY with body language, pantomime and, only if absolutely necessary, onomatopoeia. The
Late Worker will have to try to interpret the story and tell it to the Boss. Every time LW makes a mistake the Excuse
will signal and LW will try to correct the mistake. In case this proves to be impossible, they will move on with the
story regardless. Obviously, both the Excuse’s efforts to mime and the Late Worker’s efforts to interpret are going to
be hilarious, especially when mistakes are made and the story is misdirected. When the Late Worker has finished
telling the story, the group can tell him/her what part of the original story they have understood correctly. Then, F’s
ask for three new volunteers for a new round of the activity. Of course, after the first round the element of surprise
is gone, since everybody now knows exactly what’s happening, however it still is a very entertaining activity.

Main Activity: Story Creation – Physical Reproduction & Interpretation

The objective of this activity is multiple. First, it aims to engage P’s with story-making as a team
and offer them a chance to practice their creativity. In language learning environments there are
a lot of possible variations to the story-making process which can be useful in teaching different
language aspects. Moreover, it offers a great chance for P’s to practice their abilities in
pantomime and non-verbal communication, both as mimes and interpreters. The Excuse, in
particular, also gets to practice their concentration, memory and active listening skills, while the
Late Worker has the chance to practice communicating with both verbal and non-verbal language
at the same time.

Debriefing
We gather the group in a circle and invite them to engage in a short debriefing session using a
variation of the Kolb Method, the 4F method (Facts, Feeling, Findings, Future). We encourage P’s to
participate and ask them questions like the following:
Facts: 1) What happened during the workshop?
Feelings: 2) How did the various activities make you feel?
Findings: 3) Did you make any discoveries?
Future: 4) How are you going to use and apply the gained knowledge?
If time is not an issue you can of course add more questions for each part of the session.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Any electronic device capable of playing music + loudspeakers.
(Hint: You had better choose to play music on a media that does not rely on internet connectivity.
Otherwise, if for any reason there is no network, you will have to do without music.)

An appropriate piece of music, preferably a relaxing one, for the physical & mental warm-up
activity.
A poem you consider to be inspirational.
12 small folded pieces of paper with a haiku poem written on each. Haikus should be carefully
chosen so that they are not extremely hard to reproduce with mime and body language.
For the main activity, you might choose to have the Boss seated and possibly the Late Worker
too. In that case you are going to need one or two chairs.

Possible Variations
Main Activity: The original version of the activity suggests that the Boss also goes out of the
room with the Late Worker. It also suggests that the three P’s do not stand forming a triangle,
but a straight line, with the Boss seated between the other two P’s, facing the Late Worker and
having the Excuse behind his/her back. This way, while the Late Worker is telling the story,
he/she can be looking both at the Boss and at the Excuse who is performing the pantomime.
However, after trying the activity out, we found out that P’s who acted out the role of the Boss
thought it felt strange for them to be only able to see the Late Worker but not the Excuse
performing behind their back. Most agreed that it would be more interesting and they would be
able to share the fun of the activity more, if they could see both the Excuse and the Late Worker
perform. This is why we decided to suggest the triangle setting. Moreover, we believe that
especially after the first round there is absolutely no reason for the Boss to leave the room, since
they already know what is going to follow. Still, if you believe it suits you better, feel free to go
for the original rules.

Possible Variations
Haiku Activity: If you want to raise the difficulty level of this activity, you can ask partner A to
read their haiku aloud once and then partner B has to enact it, without asking to hear it again.
Then they continue the other way round. If you want to make it even more challenging, you can
ask partner A to read their haiku to themselves and then act it out for their partner to try and
guess what the haiku was about. Then they continue the other way round.

Clothing: An idea we had was for F’s to be dressed up as Bunnies. They would actually be a group
called “Japanese Bunnies” (inspired by the activity with the Bunnies and the one with the Haikus).
For the F’s to adopt a playful, energetic and funny way to present the workshop in combination
with being dressed up as Bunnies might prove to be an interesting/useful idea, especially in case
the participants belong to a younger age group.

SOURCES - REFERENCES
Poetry /Haiku Poetry
Improvisational Theatre Activities
Children’s games
Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle

/End
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